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T HE great commercial crisis of 1893 was responsible for a reduction in
the amount of public borrowing in this Colony, and the consequent
curtailing of expenditure in connection with public works. The effect of
this change of policy, whilst it enhanced the credit of the Colony abroad,
and rendered it possible to obtain future loans at a lower rate of interest,
at the ·same time accentuated the unemployed difficulty at home, and
cheapened the price of labour.
The check thus placed on the carrying out of public works has in its
action been most severe in the matter of the cons truct~on of railways .
For a couple of years no new lines were negotiated, only works in hand
being carried o~t. Nevertheless, the demand from outlying settlements
for branch lines was not less strenuous j and it was generally recognised
that in a new country like ·this, with great possibilities before it, the
railway system must bes:xtended in every d irection, preceding traffic and
population-acting, in fact, itself as a stimulus for the creation of th0se
desiderata.
Tn the early days of American railway development th is was felt to
he the correct procedure from ·the purely commercial stand-point of a
private company. Tb a State, with the interests of its component parts
at heart, it should commend itself still more strongly. So far, however,
most of the branch lines have proved serious burdens on the revenue.
An analysis of the recent report of the Railway Commissioners shows
that, out of a total of 2,531 miles of line open in this country, J,257
miles, or a shade under 50%, do not pay working expenses and interest
combined j a few do not even pay working expenses alo~e. T he total
loss on these lines for 1896 amounted to £357,000. Extendi ng over a
decade of years it must run to several millions. T he older lines are
gradually redeeming themselves, but the process is a slow one, and newer
lines take their place on the list,
T his is an obviously undesirable state of things, and when the non·
political Board of Railway Commissioners was appoint~d they na.turally
resented the foisting on them of li nes likely to prove unremuneratjve for
a long space of years, poinJing out that it is impossihle to reduce working
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xpel'lses and maintenance to a much lower figure than tbat at which
they now stand. If their results be compared with thqse obtained in
other countries, the justice of the con tention must. be admitted:
Wellington, for instance, computes the average worki ng cost per train
mile in America at about a dollar. Here it averages a:b~u t fowr shillings.
It is clear, therefore, that it is the other great financial item that must be
reduced, vi~. , interest on cost, if paying railways are to be constructed.
T h is is possible only in two ways-either by bu'ilding with cbeaper
money, or with less of it. It has already been pointed out that ou r
financial cred it has improved. The early railways of N ew Soulh Wales
were built with capital costing lrom 5% upwards, but this rale has
gradually declined until the present time, so that the average interest on
capital cost of all existing lines does not exceed 3.7 %. At the present
time there is no difficulty in getting accommodation at ·3%, and th is in
itself is a material .gain, since it will enable 20%.more to be spent on a
given work for the same annual outlay. Then, a.gain, materials have
improved in quality and declined in price, wh ile labour can be obtain ed
at lower rates. These items all help considerably iri cheapening railway
construction, but are not in themselves sufficient, except, perha ps, in
isolated cases, to render the work remunerative.
In the Commissioners' report for 189 I it was suggested that in
outlyiQg districts, where the country was practically level and the traffic
light, a cheap class of construction, to be qesignated " Pioneer R ailways,"
should be carried out. They considered that £1,750 per mile would
cover the cost, excluding land and bridges; trains to be run in daylight
only, at a speed not exceeding IS miles per hour. This suggestion did
not germinate for some considerable time, and was repeated at intervals,
un til the Minister for Works, 1\1r. Lyne, became seized with the id ea,
and pushed the matter forward. Duri.ng a subsequent visit of the
Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction to America, special attention
was given by him to this class of work. Finally, when the Narrabri to
Moree R ailway came on for consideration, it was decided to initiate
some experimental work in its construction, with a view to testing the
possibilities of cheapness as suggested by the Commissioners. These
are the historic facts leading up to the inauguration of pioneer railways in
New South Wales. It remains to consider the special feat ures that
distinguish them from those of th e normal construction.
G afe«e.- It must be remarked, in the first place, that the standard
gauge has been adhered to. The question of maintaini ng or breaking
the gauge on a given sy·s tem of railways has always divided engi·neers.
Certainly the vast majority are in favour· of the former course, but there
are many notable examples in the world of narrow-gauge lines acting as
feeders to a main standard gauge system. T o consider arguments for or

, :against, howev~r, would unduly lens then this Paper, and the writer js
content to leave the matter as one yielding fruitful discussion, but fe w
resu.lts.

Ctettings atid' EfIlbankme;tts. -Maintaining, full width of gauge · involves, ~f course, keeping to stantlard width of cuttings and bp,nks, unless
drainage is seriously interfered with. , Such 'a course, hmvever, would be
most serious in tQ.e parti cular class of work under consideration. In the
older country line's, 1'5' 0 " was the usual width of road at forrriation level,
but this has been increased to i 7' 0" on all recent lines, including the
pioneer type, the distance being measured between the lowest formatio~
points, The extra width is beneficial in keeping the permanen't way
well drained. It is obvious, therefore, that any saving , in earthwor'k
must be in a vertical, not in a horizontal, direction; that is to say, the
depths of cuttings and banks must be reduced, and the line located :is
near the surface as possible. Under certain circumstances this would
involve the use of steep gradients and sharp curves, tending to increase
maintenance and working expenses. Nevertheless, with a light traffic
and low speeds, the procedure is an econ'omical one. Happily, the
country through which pioneer lines have so far been constructed lends
itself most favourably to surface locations, being for the most part flat or
gently undulating. In the three lines which are now open to ,traffic,
viz., Narrabri to Moree, J erilderie to Berrigan, and Parkes to Condobolin ,
totalling altogether 147 miles, the road, with the exception of a few miles
near Woolabra" on the Narrabri to Moree li~e, is laid entirely on shallow
banks, averaging probably from 9" to 18" in depth, yet the sharpest
curve is not less than 20 chains radil,ls on the Narrabri-¥ oree line, and
flatter still on the other two lines. Then, ' again, the former line has
grades of only I in 100 towards Sydney, and J in 76 (a yery short 'piece)
outwards. The ruling grade on the Parkes to Condobolin line . is
I in 100, e qual to that on the main suburban line, while Jeri!derie to
Berrigan is practically a dead level. On some of the proposed new lines,
however, matters are not quite so favourable,
These banks are constructed entirely from side cuttings running
parallel with the line inside the railway boundary. The minimum distance from toe of bank to edge of cutting is 6' 0". Where there is a fall
in the land in the direction of these cuts they can be utilised as drains,
and connected with the main watercourses. In level country, however,
they form stagnant pools of water in the winter, often keeping the ground
round about 'in a sodden condition .. and attracting animals to the vicinity
of the line. In such cases it is better to merely scrape the ground over
a large area, t~us incre.asing the o e port ~ nity for evaporation. On
account of the fairly, uniform section of the banks they are paid for by
lineal measure me~t, the us~al price being 30S. per chain, though on the
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N:trrabri-Moree it was on1y 2 0 S. The construction .is then called
" for ming.'" O n t he latter line
work of formi ng the ban'k was carried
out very largely by means of elevating ploughs and graders on the
Ameri<ran system, T,be plough is dra,wn by eight horses," and the
$!xcavateg . material is thrown on ~o
travelling belt, supported by a
jib-rrane arrangement, a.Q9 deposited o n the site. The plpugh works up
ql"/9 down a gi ven length, genera'lly about a mile, until the bank is of
sufficient depth and \fidtij. It can execute, on an average, 800 cubic
¥ards per ~ay. The ,ban~ is then t rimmed to the exact shape required
py Il}!!ans ' of the graders, whjch are simply knives cut to the proper
.telJlpl.at~, ,and c arri ~d;at the rear of a four-whee'le,d vehicle. The blade
has qiagon'J.IJy acrpss t,he bank. These two a ppliances are very effective,
artd do th e work &atisfactorily and expeditiously. Where the bank is
deep 'or the coun try undulating, ,pick and barrow men are employed, or
scoops. ' T he depth of the bank will depend. geperally on the class of
count;-) trav:er5ed; for its fQnction is not, as hitherto, to level up
dep,ress~ons, but simp)y to lift the track beyond the reach of possible
~~~u~ u.]atiQns of water during rainy seasons.

the

T he formation is laid to a vertical curve of J 59 feet radiu ~ for a
€entralt chord of 9 feet, thence falling to the sides on curves of 27 fee t
radius. The total fall, centre to sides, is 6 inches, or 3 inches more
than the normal type shown, The surface i ~ consolidated with a 5-too
.roller before th~ permanent way is p u't in place.
O n the Parkes to Condobolin and Jerilderie to Berrigan lines, earth
oallast (of th ~ shape and djmensions shown on section) was used for
p.~cKing ·the sleepers in place. The earth, if suitable, was taken fro m
the side c).1tting. At stations and sidings a light ballasted section, as
shown, was ildopted. On t}-le Narrabri to Moree line, however, the
blac~. loamy soil which covers most of the country was found unsuitable
for this p).1 rpose, and ballast f ro'm the Namoi River oed was used
instead, being packed to the form shown in dotted lines 0n the section.
An inferior ballast taken from cuttings, or condemned for general 'use,
was utili~ed to form the top of banks under tht! sleepers, so that this
line has a somewhat better equipment than the other two ; but, since it
lies through country much addicted to fl ooding, th i's is necessary. A
.few miles of earth ballast were laid in the black soil plains by way of
.experimen~. Stations and sidings are ballasted as shown: T he ballast
averages a1;>ou~ J , IOO cubic yards p er mile, as against ' 2 ,200 on the
hea·vier country section, and usually cost 55. per cubic yard, or 3S.' 6d.
per yard of single track.
P e':11Iallmt W ay.- T he sleepers are ~f the r~ugh-hewn; half-round
' type, with the sapwood generally left on. ' There must, bowexer, be
$uffident good red wood t@ give a ~inimum bearing fo~ the rail of
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inches when notched, and a min imum thkkl.1ess of 4 'inches under',
On tb e Narrabri-Moree line the sleepers were ~ u PJll ied on .the b utty-gimg
system, and cost fra m 2S, 3d, to 2s: ·6d. each. Th~y were deli vered to
the contractor at Narrabri, and he' had to cut them down to a uni (grm
8 feet length, and adz'e them for the rails. Qn the runni ng track they
ar~ spaced fourteen to the 3o-feet rail, or about 2,500 per mile, and the
mInimum bearing surface on the ground or.ba11asf is 15,000 square feet.
On the type country section the be.aring area IS 12,000. square feet , so u;)
some extent the absence of ballast is compensated for by the closer
sleepering. On the Narrabri to Moree and Parkes to Con dobolin
ironbark is used for the sleepers, and on Jerilderie to Berrigan chie'll y
red g';1m .
.
T he rails on the runni ng track are of the flanged type, steel, and
weigh 601hs. per yard. They are laid with an inner 'cant of I in 20, t9
suit the coned tyres of the rolli ng stock. . The joints are suspended
between sleepers I foot 9 inches apart ; fish-plates weigh 20 Yz lb . the
pair, and are bolted together with fo ur 1i -inch steel bolts, the holes ifi
rail being slotted to provide for expan sion. The ' rails are fastened t6
the sleepers with wrought-Iron dog-spikes, 1i -inch dia., weighing ~· Ibs .
each, four spikes to each sleeper. Wood screws are used only :in
longitudi nal bearing timbers, or where a series o f fastenings are made on
the same line of fibres. On bridge-spans 7 I Yz lb. steel rails are useu ,
and on sidings 70 lb. iron rails, all of the fla nged ty pe.
Appended is a detailed cost of the runni ng track pt.r mile, taking
average prices :I TEM .

~.

.-

Q U,,"N Tl T V .

Rails
Fish plates
Fish bolts
...
' S pikes .. .
Sleepers
Ballast (earth ) ...
Laying Perm. W ay
~ arri a ge of Material

95 tons

3'2 "
'7
"
4'0 ..
2.500
80 ch,.
1760 I. yds,
103 ~ons

Say £ 1. 200 per mile.

R ATi,:.
£ 6 ' 0 ' '0
8 10 0
16 0 0
II
0 0
0 2 '6

C OST.

£ 570
27
II

44
3 12

0

5

0

20

0

0

7

56
154

I 10 0
(I d. per mile)

.

£1 ,194

.
Prices vary slightly. Sleepers,.",were 3s. 3d.
on J erilderie to Berriga' .n
.
and Parkes to Condobolin, and cost of laying 'permanent way on form,e r
line IS. per lineal yard. On the other hand, the permanent way
materials cost less for carriage.
.
,~

The most striking feature in the section of the running track is the
absence of ordinary ballast, and the substitution therefor of earth ball!lst.
-~ T he success of this material in fulfi lling its primary purpose, which is to
throw off all water from the tract a.nd keep the sleepers on a dry bas~,
wiH 'depend ~argely on its character. The best soil is probably a sandy
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-or gravelly lo,\m, or even clay, as the harder material works to' the top
a nd fo rms a finn skin, practically watertight: The material on the
J erilderie-Berrigan is of this character. On the Parkes to Condobolin a
iirm red soil is found which answers very well. The black soil on the
Narrabri to Moree is, however, too soluble in water, so to speak, and too
friable, though it occasionally cakes up hard enough for an ything. A
dear way is left under the rails for the water to escape. Considerable
s tability is, of course, imparted to the sleeper through being bedded in
t he material. The cost on all three lines was 5s. per lineal chain.
I t has been already stated that the earthworks are of very light
c haracter, It is here, in fact, that the great cheapness of the pioneer
lines has been secured, Taking, for instance, the Narrabri to Moree
line, the average cost per mile (or earthwork, including cuttings, banks,
forming, side ditches, mitre d~ains, deviation of watercourses, etc., only
a moun ts to £ 190 per mile.
Bridgfs -, The waterways, which are numerous, h ut mostly of a
shallow type, run to £225 per mile. The most difficult crossing
was over the Namoi River.
This is liable to sudde n flood, and
spreads considerably over the banks. Viaduct spans of 24' 0 " and 14' 0"
forGI approaches to the trussed spans, three in number, over tbe
river. These latter are of 6 I-feet span, and braced on the Howe system,
with iron bark chords, struts, floor beams and stringers, and steel suspension bolts with wrought iron nuts and washers. They are wind braced
on the lower chords with 9/1 x 3" timbers spiked on, and have lateral
stiffeners in the form of steel angle-bars fastened to top-chords and overhanging ends of floor beams, with adjustable joints.
The depth, centre to centre, of chords is 10' 3", a nd clear width of
roadway 14' 0 " . These spans and a single span over Na rrabri Creek were
tendered fo r in a lump sum, amounting to f, 1,320, including cost of
the trestle piers, or £5 8s. per foot run, a very low price for a bridge of
this character. The river bed is of a soft nature, and piling had to be
d riven from 28 feet to 38 feet below surface to obtain a firm beari ng.
This necessitated the use of piles from Go feet to 70 feet long, with
18 inches minimum d iameter at the head. Considerable difficulty was
experienced in obtaining suitable timber of these dimensions, but it wa!:
fi nally procured at ·Wyong. The piles were driven to a test of }1i" to ~.
set, for a blow of 25 cwt. falling 8 feet.
Staging was erected between the piers, consisting of 14" x 14'
oregon, stiffened by struts from piers reaching to one-third the span or.
each side. The trusses were fi rst assembled on the gro und alongsidl
the southern approach, and put togtth.e r on the flat, properly fitted anci
cambered. T hey were then d ismembered, and the individual piece~
lifted on to approach by a jib crane, and run out on the stagi ng te.
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place. T he floor beams were first laid 'in position, properly spaced, and
the lower booms laid upon them; the rest of the truss then being built
up on top'- T he bo~ms consist of timber varying from 34 feet to 4 5 feet
in I.ength, and of 12" x 7" and 14" x 7" scantling. These sizes were also
difficult to get, but good timber was eventually obtained from the coast
at H awkes Bay. It may be noted in passing that, in the construction of
truss spans for cheap rail ways, this colony is at a d i sad~antage 'compar~d
with Amelica, where suitable tim ber is generally to be obtained close to
the site of bridge. T he tt!st load for the spans cons~s te d of two engi nes,
205 B. class,. placed head to head. These weighed 69 tons each, over a
wheel base of 39 feet 4 inches, the max-axle load being 13.4 tons. The
deflection was only Jh", no appreciable difference being noted between
high and low speeds. The floor beams . deflected '1 I inch. The spans
may, ~h e refo re , be 'considered eminently satisfactory.
The whole length of the viaduct is 972 feet, divided up into 48
14' 0", 2-1 4' 9", 2-23' . 8", 2-6 1' I ", and r -6 I ' 10" openings. The writer
is indebted for most of the above interesti ng particulars to Mr. Wade,
assistant to the supervising engin eer.

Fencing.-Pion eer . lines are mostly unfenced, except in th e vicinity
of stations, where a cheap post and wire fence is used. As trains are
only run in the day, at low speeds, there is but little risk from collision
with strayi ng animals, which at night arc fond of sleeping on the cool
ballast. Where the line crosses a boundary fe nce, cattle-stops are used,
consisting of ti mber grids laid longitudinally and spanning excavated
ditches. Th ese have proved effective. Occasionally rabbit-stops have
been found necessary. Cattle-stops are also placed a t level crossings in
the vicinity of stations.
S tati~ns . - The station arrangements are usually of a simpl e
charac ter, and designed to meet the expected requirements of tr ..linc. T he
term inal stations a re, of course, th e most important, and are provided
with passenger accommodation and landings. goods sheds and platform s,
wool loading banks, turntables or triangles in lieu thereof, wrough t-iron
tanks of 10,000 to 20,000 gallons capacity on brick towers, with pumping
machinery where necessary, jib water-cranes, and engine and carriage
sheds. As good traffic in live stock is expected, sheep and cattle yards
and races are provided at points on the line where convenient to asse:n ble
the stock. Metalled approaches are made on the lines of traffic in the
enclosures. A stationmaster's cottage is constructed wh ere necessary.
T he passenger landings are only six inches above rail-level, steps being
provided on the carriages. Turnouts from the main line arc 12 chains
rad ius, and (rom the sidings 10 chains. Solid steel crossings are used,
there being a large number in stock. Catch poi nts are provided whenevt:l
necessary.

to
Sidings are constructed at points along the line to catch cross traffic,
or to form poin ts of concentration. They are -of sufficient length generally to accommodate from 15 to 45 trucks, requiring about 5 to 15 cbains
of rail. At Woolabra and Moree the water supply is taken from arte ian
bpres in the vicinity. At other places, such as Gunningbland Creek,
for in stance, on the Parkes to Condobolin, t he water has to be impounded and stored in reservoirs.
The total cost of a terminal station, such, fo r instance, as Moree or
Condobolin, would be from £4,000 to £4,500. The final cost of the
completed line may be taken at £2,000 )Jer mile as an average.

Rolling S tock.- Three trains, mixed goocl s and passenger, run per
each way on the Jerilderie to Berrigan and P arkes to Bogan Gate
(first section of the Parkes to Condobolin, the second section being not
quite completed). On the Narrabri to Moree a daily mixed -runs through
fro m Werris Creek. The engine is of class C. (79), and weighs in full
steam 6 1 tons, being 39 tons on the engine and 22 tons on the tender.
The max. load per axle is 12·7 tons. The engine has four coupled
driving wheels, 5' 6 ~If diameter, and a bogie truck, while the tender
has three wheels on a fixed base of J I ' 0". T/;1e engine wheel-base is
19' 6H , and total length of wheel-base 38' 7 f4". T he. tender has a water
capacity of J ,8 00 gallons, and coal capac ity of 4 ~ tons. T his engine
has the following haulage power under varying circumstances :we~k

GRADE.

I
I

I
I

in 40
in 60
in 75
in 100

T ONS.

88
11 8
115
106

SPEED PKR H O UR .

20 miles
25 miles
30 miles
35 miles

I t has not been specially desig ned for pioneer lines, b ut selected from
the existing rolling stock as suitable fo r the purpose. Excluding tan k
engines, which are wholly unsuitable, it is one of the lightest in stock.
Most of the types of the ordi nary goods rolling stock are used-from the
heavy bogie wagon weighing II ·35 tons and capable of carrying 25 tons,
to the common four-wheeled type, carrying 9 tons for a tare of 5.65
tons . The formf'r has a composite trussed underframe, and the latter a
metal one of simple character. Sheep and cattle vans of the four-wheeled
type, and also a cattle van of the bogie type, are in use. This latter will
carry 20 head of cattle, while the sheep van will accommodate 100 head
of sheep. The passenger car resembles the suburban American type,
with intermediate partitio ns dividing the car into three compartments,
first, second, a nd smoking, accommodating 16, 28, an d 1 6 passengers
respectively, or a total of 60.
Most of tbe above information, and exhibited drawings of the
rolling s~k, have been kindly supplied by Mr. T haw, Ch ief Locomutive Engineer, to who m the wri ter is much indebted. I n their last
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report the Comm issioners spoke favo rably of the prospects of the' li lies
then open, and seemed to an ticipate little, if any, loss from the ~6rking
thereof when the full year's· resul ts had been obtained. During the heavy
rains in the early part of the year, some washaways occurred on the
Narrabri to Moree, and a few more waterways were provided. T his line
is likely to cause more trouble tha.n either of the other two, which
traverse drier country, but ha.s, on the other hand, better prospects of
traffic.
Slwnnary.-Summarising results, it seems jllstifiable to assert that
the introduction of pioneer railways into this country marks an important
epoch in its commercial progress. True, it is rather early to form an
opinion of the thorough success of this class of construction, as it is
largely experimental, and sufficient time has not yet elapsed to fully test
the working, but a critical examination of its leading features should
satisfy most engineers that th e pioneer line is eminently adapted for the
particular work it has' to do. Th e rails are of substantial weight, and
well supported on close sleepers (of good quality, even if rough), to
which they are firmly attached. T his is the primary element of a good
railway, and in no other way can strength and stability be more
economically obtained. With a light traffic and low speeds such a rbad
is safe and workable, even with an uneven yielding fo undation and
defective maintenance. Moreover, it lend itself admirably to improvement when traffic exigencies require it. By lifting and packing with
good ballast the track is brought up to the standard of the average
country line, as hitherto constructed. The grades so far are good,
(though it is not to be expected that they will always be equally so in
future lines), and the curves are moderate. Even where sharper curves
may be found necessary, they may be eased off at the ends, and the
bogie rolling stock of New South Wales is quite competent to negotiate
curves down to 6 chains radius. On the Tamworth to Manilla, for
instance, there are numerous 12 chain to 1 5 chain curves, all of which
have lengths of generally four chains transition on to the tangents. On
this line the ruling grade is I in 66, and the earthworks much heavier
than on the lines dealt with in this paper.
Most of the country traversed by the pioneer lines is devoted to
pastoral purposes, and but little to agricultural. This is not the fault of
climate or soil, but simply the absence of facilities, and inaccessibility of
large markets for produce. The black soil country round about Narrabri
and Moree is described as being exceedingly rich and fertile, the rainfall is ample, and the climate generally very favourable to the growth of
wheat and other cereals. Nevertheless, the farmer has avoided this
portion of the colony owing the absence of any market for his produce,
and has accepted less promising country with better facilities. T he
adven t of the pioneer railway should change this, and give -the oppor-
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tunities that are being asked for to settle on the land. The pastoral
industry absorbs but little labour, and tbus our cities are congested, our
country settlements deserted. Agriculture, on the contrary, gives
employment to a proportionately great number of men for the same area
of land. T hus, it may be expected tbat where the country is favourably
blessed wi th good soil and climate, pop Ulation will follow in the wake of
the pioneer rail way-an d there is abundance of such country. Former
deserts have been made fertile by the, consolidation of the ground from
the ·trampling of animals, so that the water that once escaped through it
to my terious depths is now held and conserved for vegetation. Where
rainfall is scarce, artesian bores have supplied its place. Agricultural
prospects are therefore good, but without railways they cannot dev lop.
That these facts are generally recognised is made evident by the energy
with which the construction of pioneer lines IS being p ushed forward by
the present Governm ent.
o far, 147 mile have been practically constructed, 55 miles are, or
will be shortly in course of construction, and proposed lines involving a n
additional 171 miles are before the Works Committee for consideration.
The more recent lines are being constructed by day-labour, under
departm ental supervision.
The railway system of a coun try has been compared to the
artery system of the human body, forming, as it does, channels of
circulation. It is, moreover, a nerve system, whereby the various
portions of the community are kept in touch with each other, and
mutually enlightened. T he back-blocks settler has hitherto, however,
had to cut himself adrift from the world and bury himself in the weird
gloom of the Australian bush. To him the pioneer railway comes as a
linking thread wit h the busy centres of life in the world, and brings with
it a warm thrill from the great heart of humanity. This is the moral
aspect of the question, intangible, perhaps, and sub-conscious, but not
the less real.
In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge his in debtedness to
the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction for the use of drawings
to illu trate the paper, and to the other gentlemen connected with the
Department who kindly volunteered information on many points.
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